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Dominant effects on backgrounds and lifetime

Radiative Bhabha → dominant effect on lifetime
Pairs Production → only ~ 3% contribution to rad. bhabha  

lifetime but important source of background in SVT      

Two colliding beams

Single beam
Synchrotron Radiation -strictly connected to IR design

Touschek → update on a large statistics (a factor 100 increase) 
with the June08 lattice, and on new tracking with Jan09 LER lattice

Beam-gas → Developed a simulation code with MC technique, 
first evaluations with June08 lattice 

Intra-beam scattering → an update on simulation for present 
lattice
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Outline
Touschek background and lifetime

June 08 LER and HER lattice: generated Touschek 
particle losses with high statistics → secondaries 
under analysis by background simulation group

Jan. 09 LER lattice -last IR design from M. Sullivan-
first results, work ongoing

present DAFNE crab waist lattice: comparison with 
measurements

Development of the simulation code: always 
ongoing
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Touschek scattering at SuperB
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LER Touschek particles lost at IR 

with IR COLLIMATOR inserted s = -8.5 m far from IP at about 20 σx

Touschek lifetime ≈ 20 min

IR Losses (|S|<2m)= 5.1 MHz 

at full current

example of
LER Touschek particles trajectories lost at the QD0

Coll.

Coll.

IR Losses (|S|<2m)= 4.1 kHz
for 1 bunch  with Ibunch =1.49 mA

UPDATE : 100 more statistics

(results given at the Elba worshop confirmed)

These particle losses close to QD0 will be 
fully simulated into the detector  by 
background simulation group

IR collimator modeled as perfectly absorbing and  
no width.

Care must be paid in this collimator close to IP: 
full tracking simulation is foreseen

both for LER and HER:

June 08 lattice
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HER Touschek particles lost at IR 
with IR COLLIMATOR inserted S=-8.5 m far from IP at about 20 σx

QD2A QF1
QD0 zoomed view

IR Losses (|S|<2m) = 2.5 kHz
for 1 bunch  with Ibunch =1.49 mA

Touschek lifetime ≈ 32 min
UPDATE: 100 more statistics

June 08 lattice

(results given at the Elba worshop confirmed)

IR Losses (|S|<2m) =3.7 kHz
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implemented new horizontal physical aperture
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Jan. 09 LER Lattice:                     
New IR from M. Sullivan
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there was cylindrical beam pipe with R = 2cm except for IR: 
1cm at QD0

now elliptic beam pipe – update ongoing:
vertical aperture 2 cm everywhere, it will be variable in the IR 

according to design
horizontal size at IR varies according to last design

Update Touschek simulation – physical aperture

QD2A QF1
QD0 zoomed view
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Program Flow Touschek simulation

Optics check 
(nonlinearities included)

Calculation of Touschek energy spectra all along the ring averaging 
Tousc. probability density function  over 3 magnetic elements 

Tracking of Touschek particles:
Start with transverse gaussian distribution and proper energy spectra 

every 3 elements: track over many turns or until they are lost
Physical aperture assumed elliptical and variable along s both in x and y

Beam parameters calculation 
(betatron tunes, emittance, 

synchrotron integrals, natural energy 
spread, bunch dimensions, optical 
functions and Twiss parameters all 

along the ring)

•Estimation of IR and total Touschek particle losses 
(rates and longitudinal position)

•Estimation of Touschek lifetime
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LER – Jan.09 lattice – First results

IR particle 
losses

IR particle 
trajectories
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COLLIMATORS

ip

beam

ip

Touschek particles that get lost at IR
LER – Jan.09 lattice

suitable positions at high 
dispersion and low 
βx:

at ≅ 20 m, 37 m and 60 m 
upstream IP
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Jan.09  lattice

LER  Energy acceptance

June08 lattice

1 machine turn
2 machine turns
3 machine turns
4 machine turns
5 machine turns

energy acceptance higher 
than the CDR lattice
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Energy acceptance is lower, (especially at DE/E>0)
As expected – no optimization on DA for off.energy 

part. has been done yet lower lifetime predicted
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assuming that particles with 
|∆p/p|>1% are lost (like CDR):

τ = 308 s

good agreement with CDR

efficiency calculated  from  
tracking

τ = 200 s  

SuperB: Comparison between lifetime estimate from 
formula and calculation from tracking (CDR lattice)

Reference:

τ(CDR)=330 s (Wienands)
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Ploss

1 turn

generated Touschek 
particles per second                   

all over the ring

tracked particles with ∆p/p= 0.6%-0.8% are lost, with some efficiency. 
These have very large weight, this induces difference in lifetime 
estimation (Touschek function very non linear)
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SuperB Parameters (June 2008)

now higher LER horiz. emitt. 
(LER/ HER 1.6/1.6)

now Nb slightly lower 
(LER/HER 6.16/3.52)

nominal CDR lattice:

now higher Tou. lifetime      
(LER/ HER 3.6/5.1)
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Touschek lifetime estimates

16
Jan. 09 (only sextup.)
NON optimized DA

Elliptic phys. aperture at IR

Touschek 
lifetime 
(min)

LER Lattice

24
June 08 (only sextup.)

optimized DA
Cylindrical phys. aperture

very preliminary!

work still in progress both in the lattice (DA for off-energy part.)  
and bkg/lifetime simulations

of course an enlargement of emittance due to IBS of the order of 10-15% (see S. 
Guiducci’s talk), if not corrected, would increase Touschek lifetime accordingly

coupling = 0.25%
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dN/dt ∝ I/τ ∝ I5/3

SCALING of Touschek loss rate dN/dt and lifetime τ
with beam parameters

τ ∝ I-2/3

σz ∝ I1/3whereLifetime 
I

zyx σσσ
∝τ

κ∝ 1
dt
dN

xy εε=κ

The Touschek part. loss 
rate is approximately V

NN
.

23

2

εγ
∝

Touschek effect is determined by momentum 
acceptance and  bunch density integrated over the 

lattice structure.

N particles/bunch
V bunch volume

ε momentum acceptance

dt
dN

N
11

=
τ
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Conclusions on 
Touschek background and lifetime studies at SuperB

Simulation studies proceed together with 
lattice updates
Secondaries in detectors proceed as well, 
just one step behind, as it should be

Developments on simulation code proceed 
as lattice and design gets more detailed and 
complicated
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Touschek scattering at DAFNE

Background and lifetime studies
with the lattice present in machine now (Febr. 3rd 09 dataset)

with real collimators positions (only movable ones at DAFNE )

aim is to compare MC to measurements, in progress
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Backgrounds simulation

It is a very difficult task:                
very rare and complex processes

many particles in 
colliding bunches but 

only few of them are lost 
for these processes

complex to generate and to 
track in detectors (detailed 
geometry and tracking of 

secondary)

hard to predict what detectors will see
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Approximations in single beam background simulation 

Approximations in calculating a particular background process
Approximations in deciding which are the dominant processes 

It is valuable and possibly essential for a successful design to
compare our calculational techniques and procedures with data 
from a real detector at a real storage ring 

Comparison with actual experience

Acceptable agreement does not assure success, of course, because scaling 
from one machine to another is not so direct…but it would be a good start.
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Comparison between measured and calculated effectiveness of collimators

Scan of the background rate in 
the KLOE forward calorimeter 
versus position of the internal 
jaw of a collimator: The 
collimator opening is measured 
from the beam pipe edge.

The calculated rate is evaluated by tracking Touschek scattered particles 
from their loss point in the pipe into the KLOE detector. The endcap 
acceptance has been taken into account by means of full detector

simulation including the geometrical details of the IR. 

The MC reproduces behaviour of background vs collimator position
absolute normalization

measurement

calculation
measured lifetime
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At the beginning of data taking, all these experiments
suffered from large background.

DAFNE Detectors  Sensitivity to Backgrounds
• KLOE suffered from ‘high’ energy particles (E> 10 MeV) –

seen in overlap with physics (accidentals)

also important higher energy products with E>150MeV 
(endcap trigger threshold)

4π acceptance- difficult shielding

• DEAR suffered from low energy photons (O(100) keV)-

no trigger,  but small gas target detector could be shielded by  
lead all around

•SIDDHARTA is a gas target detector with trigger,                         
many shieldings have been tested to optimize S/N

now- CRAB waist
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Backgrounds and Luminosity 
versus years of KLOE data taking 
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Touschek Backgrounds for the Crab waist 
scheme at DAFNE

0.001 -0.04Energy deviat.

10Ibunch(mA)
2·1010Np

0.005coupling
4 e-4σp/p

BEAM DISTRIBUTION AT IP

Touschek more 
important in 

update  
configuration 
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smaller
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Touschek background at DAFNE with crab waist
rates for a 10mA bunch

beam

IP

IP

these particles are being  tracked with GEANT4 up to a Bhabha monitor in order 

to compare to measurements- with           lumi      collaboration

beam
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DAFNE IR layout

N. Arnaud’s talk for description of  different detectors
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Touschek lifetime at DAFNE
lifetime as short as about 600 s
Simulation predicts about 1600 s

introduced a dodecapole +decapole term at center of each 
wiggler: lifetime shortens and IR losses increase,     
as expected from measurements. 

For a more realistic simulation I will introduce the decapole 
and dodecapole terms in each wiggler pole.

I am investigating this discrepancy: 

for a realistic tracking of Touschek off-energy 
particles ‘all’ non-linearities in magnets 

should be taken into account

still working on this:

Touschek particle losses vs 
machine turns

linear model

with sextupoles 

with octupoles 

with sext. + 
octupoles 

turns

turns

turns

turns
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Simulation of DAFNE Touschek lifetime

Experimental (I = 693 A)
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TrDaCampoRaff S. Bettoni et al.                   
Multipolar analysis from 
wigglers experimental maps 

K4=3.67E+2 (decapole)

K5=6.86E+4 (dodecapole)

K5=4.5E+5 (dodecapole

tau(s)

with the dodecapole +decapole term at 
center of each wiggler:  lifetime 

shortens and IR losses increase, as 
expected from measurements.
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Elastic and Inelasting Beam-gas scattering 
at SuperB

• Idea is to use the same MonteCarlo approach as for Touschek 
simulation by substituting the elastic/ inelastic differential cross-
section to the Touschek cross-section

• With this MC approach a more precise evaluation of beam-gas 
lifetime can be done, and also estimate longitudinal position of 
losses (i.e. optimize position of possible collimators)
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Beam-gas scattering
Elastic scattering-
loss at physical or dynamic aperture
stored beam particle is deflected when scattered by a nucleus of the 
residual gas atom (classical Rutherford cross section)

Inelastic scattering-
loss at RF acceptance limit or off-momentum (phys. or 
dynamic like Touschek)

Bremsstrahlung: photon emission by a stored electron deflected by 
the nucleus 
Energy transfer from the stored electron to the atom of the residual 
gas

Secondaries can be background source themselves- important near 
the IR (should be simulated directly with GEANT)
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Probability of beam-gas scattering
Beam-gas scattering

The two components actually 
belong to the same 

physics process. They 
need to be treated 

separately for practical 
purposes

they can be treated easily “a 
la” Touschek

∆E/E

∆θ

elastic ∝ 1/∆θ4

inelastic ∝ 1/(∆E/E)

logZ scale
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Program Flow Beam-gas simulation

Optics check 
(nonlinearities included)

Calculation of beam-gas Bremsstrahlung scattering probability (or 
elastic beam-gas scattering) all along the ring every 5 magnetic elements. 

Pressure and gas composition can vary along the ring- now constant

Tracking of scattered particles:
Start with transverse gaussian distribution and proper energy spectra (or divergence 

distribution) every 5 elements: track over many turns.                Physical aperture now 
simply assumed circular with R=2cm except for IR: 1cm at QD0

Beam parameters calculation 
(betatron tunes, emittance, 

synchrotron integrals, natural energy 
spread, bunch dimensions, optical 
functions and Twiss parameters all 

along the ring)

•Estimation of IR and total particle losses (rates and longitudinal position)
•Estimation of  lifetime
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Beam-gas inelastic scattering
usually the gas Bremsstrahlung lifetime is estimated from the integrated 

cross section
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I compared the simulation results to the gas Bremss. lifetime estimated 
from this integrated cross section
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⎠
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=& rate of losses due to beam-gas scattering for 
N (particles/bunch)

τine is the calculated beam-gas Bremsstrahlung lifetime
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Beam-gas Inelastic scattering

• differential cross section for energy loss from photon emission at 
the nucleus (Bremsstrahlung):

like Touschek with ∆E/E<0  for primary electrons

[A. Chao and Tigner Handbook]

[H. DeStaebler]

we consider both nuclear and electrons interactions

particles undergoing inelastic scattering are lost either for 
physical/dynamic aperture or for exceeding RF bucket
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Beam-gas Inelastic scattering 
Simulation Results  June 08 lattice

from MC: P = 3 nTorr , Z = 8
τBrems = 105 s  ~ 28 hr 
Tot. Losses = 480 kHz
(IR Losses = 10 kHz)

from formula: P = 1 nTorr, Z = 8
τBrems = 4·105 s

from MonteCarlo:  P = 1 nTorr, Z = 8
τBrems = 3.2·105 s

for 1 bunch at 1.5 mA
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Beam-gas Bremsstrahlung:

∆E/E

losses for exceeding 
physical  aperture

~ 20% of total losses

these are losses not taken into 
account with integrated 

cross section (enters only 
the RF acceptance)

cL/dLN/)uu(
du
dN MCminmax ρ⋅−
σ

loss rate(Hz)
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Beam-gas Inelastic scattering

losses (Hz)

n turn

Tot. Losses = 4.8·105 Hz
(taken into account for lifetime 

estimation)

Losses exceeding phys. aperture
= 0.7·105 Hz 
~ 20% of total losses

losses for exceeding physical  aperture versus machine turn number
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Beam-gas Inelastic scattering
Energy acceptance with the June 08  LER  lattice 

∆E/E

for 10 turns
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black -10th turn
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Beam-gas Inelastic scattering

IP

trajectories of particles that are scattered in 
some longitudinal point according to the 

gas Bremss. cross section, and are 
eventually lost hitting the beam pipe
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Elastic beam-gas scattering

need to track for 
many turns

nuclear Coulomb scattering integrated σ
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frequency of a beam-gas scatteringc
d
d  1
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Beam-gas elastic scattering- MC technique
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du
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Elastic beam-gas scattering

[A. Chao and Tigner Handbook]

[H. DeStaebler]

differential cross section

from MC: P = 1 nTorr , Z = 8

τelast = 3960 s  ~ 66 min
Tot. Losses = 13 MHz
IR Losses = 12 MHz

for 1 bunch at 1.5 mA
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Elastic beam-gas scattering

from MC: P = 3 nTorr , Z = 8

τelast = 1320 s  ~ 22 min
Tot. Losses = 39 MHz
IR Losses = 36 MHz

for 1 bunch at 1.5 mA

losses (Hz)

n turn June 08 lattice
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Elastic beam-gas scattering

s(m)

IP

s(m)

IP

losses (Hz)
zoom at IR

losses (Hz)

3 orders of 
magnitude

most losses at 
QF0 exit

preliminary result: cilindric 
aperture: y apert. 1 cm 

as in x
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Beam-gas Inelastic scattering
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gas Bremss. cross section, and are 
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zoom of IR 
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QF exit

losses are concentrated in the vertical 
plane at the exit of QF of the IR 

doublet

IR Losses = 10 kHz

new aperture
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Elastic beam-gas scattering

s(m)x(m)

y(m)

3 –D view of IR losses in  y

preliminary result: cilindric 
aperture: y apert. 1 cm 

as in x
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Beam-gas elastic scattering

s(m)
x(m)

y(m)

3 –D view of IR losses in  y
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Conclusions
TOUSCHEK:

at SuperB: simulations with latest IR design is ongoing with 
careful collimators studies – soon new tracking of secondaries
Tracking of secondaries in detectors is ongoing for the 
June08 lattice, in collaboration with background simulation 
group 
at DAFNE:  background and lifetime evaluations with present 
crab waist lattice : comparison with data is ongoing both for 
bkg rates and lifetime

BEAM-GAS:
simulation code in good progress
evaluate the effect with Jan09 SuperB IR design and 
compare with DAFNE result (small effect)
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Back-up slides
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LER Touschek particles lost at IR 
NO COLLIMATORS inserted 

Touschek lifetime ≈ 24 min

IR Losses (|S|<2m)= 2.1 GHz 

at full current

IR Losses (|S|<2m)= 1.7 MHz

for 1 bunch  with Ibunch =1.49 mA

Coll.

Coll.

LER Touschek particles trajectories lost at the QD0
example of

∆E/E = 0.1% - 4%

rf accept. =2.9 %

machine turns = 5

K=0.25%

εx=2.8 nm ; σz=5 mm

parameters for simulations
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HER Touschek particles lost at IR 
NO COLLIMATORS inserted Touschek lifetime ≈ 40 min

103

IR Losses (|S|<2m)= 5.2 GHz 

for nominal full current

∆E/E = 0.1% - 4%

rf accept. =2.9 %

machine turns = 5

K=0.25%

εx=1.8 nm ; σz=5 mm

parameters for simulations

IR Losses (|S|<2m)= 4.2 MHz
for 1 bunch  with Ibunch =1.49 mA

QD0QF1 QD0 QF1

-5 50

June 08 lattice
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evaluation of detector acceptance is 
essential for a comparison between 

measured and simulated 
background rates

ECM4ECM4

ECM4

negligible 
contribution 
to bkg

KLOE IR

complicated prediction on detector

complex to generate and to 
track in detectors (detailed 
geometry and tracking of 

secondary)
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Simulation of very rare processes

example: 
probability for Touschek effect

many particles in 
colliding bunches but 

only few of them are lost 
for these processes

Rate (Hz)

∆E/E

Coulomb scattering of charged particles travelling 
together causes an exchange of momentum between 
the tranverse and longitudinal directions.

Due to relativistic effects, the momentum transferred 
from the tranverse to the longitudinal direction is 
enhanced by γ.

particles are lost if their ∆E/E               
1) exceeds the rf bucket                        
2) exceeds the momentum aperture 
determined by the lattice.                      
loss probabilty increases with ∆E/E

SuperB LER 
SuperB HER 
DAFNE crab
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Touschek energy spectra
related mostly to beam parameters 

(i.e. bunch volume, ε, σp, bunch current…) 

P(Tou.)

DE/E

P(loss)

DE/E

Particle losses related mostly to 
machine parameters/optics 

(i.e. physical aperture, phase advance, dispersion, …)

With a given  energy spectrum P(E)  
(see next slide) one can:
1. extract according to P(E) or 
2.Use a uniform extraction and use P(E) as a weight  

We use 2. to cope with tails of both distributions (non trivial 
statistical errors with large weights)

O(10-2) s per particle for 5 turns on 3 a Ghz Xeon cpu
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Calculation of energy spectra
Starting formula:

Integrated Touschek probability

For a chosen machine section the Touschek probability is evaluated in 
small steps (9/element) to account for the beam parameters evolution 
for 100 ε values.

Use an interpolation between the calculated ε values according to the 
Touschek scaling law: 
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Background reduction: multiple step process

Simulation of main different background sources          
Propagation of background generated particles into the 
detector region → simulation of interactions and 
showers in and nearby the detectors with MC
Shieldings optimization: Masks + collimators

• critical beam parameters
• IR design

If detector background budget not satisfactory, 
readjustments of


